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The position of this paper is that hypertext environments provide a new domain in which to explore
the cognitive processes of indexing and classification and that the study of hypertext links allows
the classification researcher to test the adequacy ofcurrent indexing theory. The process of linking
segments of text in a hypertext system is a process similar to development of classes and tenn
relations in the indexing process. However. linking methods can allow for linking without
articulating the nature of the relationship: two segments may be connected on an intuitive basis
rather than on the basis of a stated relationship between segments. Exploration of these "intuitive"
links may suggest new approaches to indexing, that is, alternative facets, or connections among
text segments, that contrast to current indexing languages.

This paper begins to explore the question: how congruent are the relationships expressed through
formal indexing systems with those relationships established by subject experts within the
hypertext environment? Since hypertext is a relatively recent development, the user may well be
less constrained to follow conventions in establishing relationships. Indeed. one of the challenges
in hypertext is to obtain coherent views of the data and a navigational sense through the material.
The argument then is that structures created by the expert in the hypertext environment might
suggest approaches new to the indexing process and language design.

Traditional classification systems have been developed as a collaboration of the subject expert and
the infonnation scientist. The subject expert contributes a thorough understanding of the
parameters, structure, dimensions, and semantics of a field of knowledge; the infonnation scientist
contributes the knowledge of organizational schema, index language design and retrieval system
propenies. The position of this paper is that connections among concepts in a body of literature are
in some instances "intuitive" to the subject specialist. Traditional systems for indexing language
and classification system design may fail to take these intuitive links into account.

In contrast, hypertext is designed to encourage movement from selected points in one document to
other points in that document, or to selected points in other related documents. The hypertext data
model is a network, a set of nodes and links between the nodes. The user can traverse to anyone
of a set of predetermined nodes. The links create a series of alternative pathways through the
material. The hypertext author or "composer" takes a variety of textual or multimedia materials,
and connects these "nodes" to each other by "links" or connections which allow the user to move
through the material. The interesting cases are those in which the subject specialist sees a
connection, yet may not be able to state a rule for that connection, or uses a rule that does not
conform to current indexing language relations.

Two approaches suggest themselves in the investigation of "intuitive" links:
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